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1 About this Document
B7700_PSL_PSV_CAN_PARAMETER_SETTINGS.xlsx defines customer specific parameters
of PSL/PSV CAN controls.
With this document the customer gets a Plug & Play valve – fitting perfectly into his system.
There is no more initial setup operation needed.
Without the CAN parameter the PSL/PSV valve bank cannot be produced and delivered
This document describes how to complete the critical fields in:
B7700_PSL_PSV_CAN_PARAMETER_SETTINGS.xlsx

2 General order information – Block Configuration
Red marked cells are mandatory and have to be filled by customer or in collaboration with a
HAWE representative.
Green marked cells have to be filled by HAWE representative.
For general questions about the form please contact
tech_support.hawe@hawe.de
Parameters for the PSL / PSV valve segments are assigned via the customer number, HAWE
material number and optionally the customer material number.

2.1

Multi Language

The excel spread sheet is available in German and English language. The language can be
chosen with the field Language en / Sprache de

2.2

Traceability

The fields First draft and Last Change have to be filled with the name of the author, date and
revision number beginning with 1.
Thus, in a subsequent parameter change it is understandable who initiated the changes
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2.3

Customer number

The cell HAWE Debitor Number has to be filled with the customer’s identification number. For
orders through subsidiaries the customer number of the subsidiary has to be entered.

2.4

Material number (10 digit number)

The cell HAWE Material Number has to be filled with PSL/PSV part number (696* ****-**)

2.5

Type code

The cell HAWE type code can be filled with the complete product description. This will help to
supervise the parameter settings.

2.6

Number of spool sections

The cell Number of spool Sections has to be filled with the overall number of spool sections of
the PSL/PSV valve bank. CAN actuated and non CAN actuated sections.
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This field is necessary in order to ensure a plausibility check of the parameter inputs.

2.7

Number of CAN spool sections

The cell Number of CAN spool sections has to be filled with the number of CAN actuated spool
sections in the PSL/PSV valve bank.
This field is necessary in order to ensure a plausibility check of the parameter inputs.

2.8

Customer Material Code

If the valve bank is ordered with a customer specific customer material code, the cell Customer
Material Code has to be filled. If not an assignment of order and CAN parameter is not possible.

2.9

Customer name

The name of the end customer must be entered into the customer name field. Especially orders
over subsidiaries and distributors a unique identification of the end user is helpful. So Custom
parameter sets can be identified and duplicated without error.
i.e. Dist Name / Customer Name
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3 General CAN Parameter - Block Configuration
Detailed information on the individual parameters are available in the document B 7700 CAN
Manual.
http://downloads.hawe.com/7/7/B7700_CAN-Manual-en.pdf

3.1

Valve Bank number

If more than one PSL/PSV CAN valve bank is installed in a vehicle, it may be useful to give an
unique block number to every single valve bank. This number does not affect the communication
between CAN Master and CAN actuated valve. However, the individual valve banks can be
identified when connected with the HAWE PSXCAN diagnosis and parameterization tool.
The unique number can optionally entered in the Valve bank Number field.

3.2

CAN Baudrate

The cell CAN Baudrate, has to be filled with the transmission speed of the CAN bus. The baud
rate has to be selected via dropdown menu.
The rate is the one used by the protocol and the system architecture of the customer.
J1939 and its derivatives must be operated with 250kbit/s
For a variety of devices in the CAN network, speed is recommended to be increased to ensure
the exchange of data without overflow.

3.3

CAN Protocol

In the field CAN protocol the desired protocol must be selected with a dropdown menu. The
protocol is defined by the system architecture of the end customer.
Available protocols: J1939 and CANopen protocols DS301, DS401 and DS408
Recommended protocol: DS408
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3.4

CAN Error control service

Different CAN protocols offer different ways to monitor communication between the CAN Master
(main controller / PLC) and CAN slave (valve) and intervene in case of failure.
It is strongly recommended to activate at least one of the monitoring mechanisms described!
The options available depend on the protocol and the system architecture of the application.
The field Error control service defines the monitoring service.
Depending on the choice, the tab Section Configruations show different parameters.

Recommended control service: PDO Setpoint Timeout

3.5

Number of set points per message

This field is only interesting in conjunction with the protocol CANopen DS401!
The protocol DS 401 offers the option having one set point telegram with up to 8 set points for
up to 8 different valves.
In the field of valves per message, the number of set point inside one telegram message is
defined.
Depending on the choice - tab Section Configurations show different parameters.
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4 Valve specific CAN Parameter – Section Configurations
Each PSL/PSV section with CAN actuation can have
its own, suitable for the application, properties. These
properties are defined in the tab Section
Configurations.
At least the parameter CAN Node ID must be different
for each section.
In the column Default Standard proposed parameters
are shown. To simplify entering the parameters - the
entire black outlined area can be copied and pasted
into Section column. Paste as many columns as
Section valve sections are present in the valve bank.
The parameters listed are only a small part of the entire
parameter space. Parameters that are not listed in the
list, but have to be defined can be registered with
mention of the parameter name and number from line
35 NN3.
Behind every name cell is a comment.
In this chapter we will describe the main parameters.

4.1
no

Section with CAN actuation yes or

Valve section with CAN actuation must be marked with 1 in the line
Is this a CAN section (0 = no, 1 = yes). If there is a CAN section the remaining cells in the
column must be filled also. If it is not a CAN section, the fields must be left blank.
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4.2

Definition desired volume flow

For some customer applications, the volume flows of the standard PSL/PSV kit spool flow are
too high. It is possible to limit the flow rate electronically. The limit can be defined separately for
the A and B side. The definition of the necessary volume flows is done in lines A_Q max, A Port
nominal flow, B_Q max and B Port nominal flow. The line Override to reduce Q_max to Q_nom
calculates automatically.
The flow rates shall be specified in 1/10lpm.
Example: A: 16 lpm spool --> 160, requested volume flow 12,5lpm --> 125

4.3

Unique ID for each single CAN section

Every valve section with CAN actuation is an independent participant in the whole CAN network.
For that every single valve section need a unique number (ID). The ID can be defined from 0 to
127 and must occur only once in the system.
Special clause PLVC protocol:
The ID must be an even number beginning from 32.
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4.4

Error control

Depending on customer requirements - various control mechanisms can be activated. The
selection is made on the tab Block Configuration in the row Error control service. Depending on
the selection various parameters on the tab Section Configurations will appear.
The control mechanisms Nodeguard and Heartbeat cannot be operated in parallel!

Nodeguard
The Master queries the status of the connected slaves with a Nodeguard telegram. If the
expected response telegram of the slaves is not received a "node guarding event" is generated.
The cycle time between two querys can be set from 0 ms (off) to 10.000ms in row
Cycle time: send Nodeguard Telegram (ms).
To ensure that also the CAN Master is working correctly – the CAN master can be monitored by
the CAN slaves. With the Nodeguard Factor active monitoring of the master by the slaves
produce. Therefor the Nodeguard Factor has to be set. The Nodeguard Factor defines a multiple
time of the Nodeguard time in which the Nodeguard telegram from the CAN Master is expected.
The Nodeguard factor has to be defined in row Lifetimefactor of Nodeguard Telgram
(Mulitplicator). If neglected, the slave automatically generates an error. If the factor is "0", there
is no monitoring of the master.
The action on the event can be defined on the tab Fehler Errors.

Heartbeat
A CAN participant sends its status cyclically with heartbeat telegram. If the message does not
arrive within a specified time at the associated receiver a heartbeat event is generated.
The time the heartbeat telegram should be received can be chosen in row
Cycle time receive the heartbeat of central controller (ms) between 0ms (off) and 10.000ms.
The time in which a new heartbeat telegram should be sent, can be chosen in the row
Cycle time: Send heartbeat to central controller (ms) between 0ms (off) and 10.000ms.
The action on the event can be defined on the tab Fehler Errors.
The heartbeat monitoring mechanism is recommended when programming the master controller
with CODESYS.
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PDO Setpoint Timeout
The control mechanism PDO Setpoint timeout monitors the set point telegram sent by the
master. Timeoutparamter for expected CAN setpoint (ms) define the time within a set point is
expected. If no new setpoint telegram arrives and failure mode is generated automatically.
The action on the event can be defined on the tab Fehler Errors.
PDO Setpoint timeout can be operated in parallel with the control mechanisms Nodeguard and
Heartbeat.

4.5

Mulit Set point telegram

A specialty of the Protocol CANopen DS401 is that set points for up to 8 valve sections can be
transmitted with only one set point telegram.
This functionality requires a COB ID defines the address the Multi setpoint telegrams comes
from. This COB ID has to be written in row COB ID for multi set point message for each CAN
section separately. Each CAN section assign a unique byte which contains the set point. The
byte assignment has to be done for each CAN section separately in line Byte of multi set point
message of set point.
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5 Error Reactions – Fehler Errors
Each CAN section continuously monitors various states and error thresholds.
If a pre-defined condition occurs the automatic behavior to this condition can selected on tab
Fehler Error.

On any error three different actions can be defined.
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Warning
The valve section sends a telegram with the error information to the master controller. This
determines how the error is to be handled to its internal logic.
Caution: In the event of bus interrupt the master controller cannot intervene and any errors are
neither recognized nor treated!
This fault response is recommended only for error conditions which do not affect the health of
humans.

Disabled
The valve section tries to stop the deflection automatically and move the spool into neutral
position. In addition, an error message is sent to the master controller.
The valve section can only operate again when the fault condition is resolved. The first set point
must be a 0.

Warning
The valve section tries to stop the deflection automatically and move the spool into neutral
position. In addition, an error message is sent to the master controller. In addition, an error
message is sent to the master controller.
The valve section can only operate again when the fault condition is resolved and an activation
telegram arrives from the master control. The first set point must be a 0.
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